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Abstract
Previous studies have brought conflicting results regarding the effects of valence and arousal
in visual word processing. Some authors have pointed to participants’ individual differences
as one of the possible explanations for these inconsistencies. The main aim of the present
research was to examine whether participants’ individual differences in the level of epistem-
ically unwarranted beliefs (EUB) contribute to these conflicting results. Therefore, partici-
pants who varied in their level of paranormal, pseudoscientific and conspiracy beliefs
(assessed by self-report measures) performed a lexical decision task (LDT) and a recognition
memory task. Linear mixed-effects models over LDT response times revealed that the effects
of words’ emotional content (both valence and arousal) were modulated by the degree of
individuals’ EUB. In addition, signal detection theory analyses showed that in the recogni-
tion task (but not in the LDT) response bias became more liberal as individuals’ EUB
increased. These patterns of effects were not general to all EUB instances. The obtained
results highlight the need to consider participants’ individual differences in affective word
processing and signal detection. In addition, this study reveals some basic psychological
mechanisms that would underlie EUB, a fact that has both theoretical and applied relevance.

Keywords: visual word recognition; emotional processing; paranormal beliefs; pseudoscientific beliefs;
conspiracy beliefs; lexical decision task; recognition memory task

1. Introduction
Psycholinguistic research has revealed the existence of multiple word properties that
influence word processing (for an overview, see Adelman, 2012; Pexman, 2012; Yap
& Balota, 2015). These properties can refer to different features of words, such as
sublexical (e.g., bigram frequency), lexical (e.g., word frequency), semantic (e.g.,
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concreteness/imageability) or affective (e.g., valence) features. The delimitation of
these word properties is relevant not only for methodological reasons (i.e., important
variables to guarantee an adequate experimental control), but also for theoretical
reasons, since they have guided/constrained the development of psycholinguistic
models and theories (Yap & Balota, 2015). For instance, frequent words in a given
language are more easily processed than infrequent words (i.e., frequency effect;
although this could be explained by the diversity of contexts in which the word
appears rather than its frequency of occurrence per se; see Adelman, 2012). Psycho-
linguistic models must, therefore, explain how variability in frequency influences
word processing. This logic extends to each of the word properties identified in the
literature. Despite the huge progress made in modelling these items’ properties, the
same cannot be said for the individual differences related to the speakers themselves.
More concretely, although there has been a lot of research on language-related
differences between clinical and non-clinical populations (see Ball et al., 2008),
general population subjects’ individual differences have traditionally been much less
explored, if not largely overlooked, in psycholinguistic theories and methods (Kidd
et al., 2018). Several authors have argued for the need to overcome this tradition, since
moving away from considering subjects’ individual differences as error variance to,
instead, exploring them as tentative systematic effects may help in advancing towards
richer and more realistic psycholinguistic knowledge (Baayen et al., 2008; Kidd et al.,
2018; Yu & Zellou, 2019). For example, Yap et al. (2012) suggested that some of the
inconsistencies found in the literature could be explained by subjects’ individual
differences. In the last decade, researchers seem to have progressively considered this
point, as interest in subjects’ individual differences beyond clinical populations is
growing in psycholinguistics (Kidd et al., 2018). For example, psycholinguistic
studies have been conducted in the general population to explore subjects’ individual
differences such as language-related experience (see Yu & Zellou, 2019), vocabulary
knowledge/size (e.g., Yap et al., 2012), age (e.g., Rossi & Diaz, 2016), executive
functions (see Kidd et al., 2018; Yu & Zellou, 2019), affective-motivational particu-
larities (see Fox, 2020), beliefs/opinions (see Fox, 2020) and autistic-like traits (see Yu
& Zellou, 2019).

Within this context, some studies have shown that there are subjects’ individual
differences in relation to the processing of words’ emotional content (e.g., Mueller &
Kuchinke, 2016; Silva et al., 2012; Tárrega et al., 2021). Traditionally, the effects of
affective word properties have been studied from a two-dimensional perspective,
according to which the emotional content of words is basically described by two
variables: valence [i.e., the extent to which the word is negative (e.g., racism), neutral
(e.g., poster) or positive (e.g., prize)] and arousal [i.e., the degree of experienced
activation in a range between deactivated-calmed (e.g., librarian) and activated-
excited (e.g., tornado); see, e.g., Posner et al., 2005].1 The effects of these two variables
in word processing are still inconclusive. With respect to valence, while positive
words are usually processed more easily than neutral words, negative words have
produced mixed findings (advantage, disadvantage and null effects; see Hinojosa

1Although three dimensions were originally proposed (i.e., valence, arousal and dominance; see, e.g.,
Bradley & Lang, 1999), dominance explained much less variance and was less consistent than valence and
arousal (Redondo et al., 2005), which probably has determined why the affective word processing literature
has focused on valence and arousal (for an overview, see Hinojosa et al., 2020).
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et al., 2020). Regarding arousal, mixed findings have been reported too: there are
reports of facilitating (e.g., Recio et al., 2014), inhibitory (e.g., Kuperman et al., 2014)
and null effects (e.g., Rodríguez-Ferreiro & Davies, 2019). Even though other word
properties may contribute to these inconsistencies [e.g., concreteness (see Kousta
et al., 2011; Borghi et al., 2017), semantic ambiguity (see Ferré et al., 2021) and word
frequency (see Barriga-Paulino et al., 2022)], subjects’ individual differences in
relation to affective processing could also have a role in explaining these conflicting
results (Mueller & Kuchinke, 2016; Silva et al., 2012). Just to give an example, in the
study of Silva et al. (2012), participants with high- and low-disgust sensitivity
performed a lexical decision task (LDT) which included both negative disgust-
relatedwords and neutral words. The effect of words’negative valencewasmodulated
by participants’ disgust sensitivity: an inhibitory effect for negative words in com-
parison to neutral words was found in the high-disgust sensitivity group, while this
effect was facilitating in the low-disgust sensitivity group. Therefore, in a study in
which there happened to bemany disgust-related words, the valence effect in relation
to negative words would vary depending on the group of participants: an inhibitory
effect would arise if there are mostly high-disgust sensitivity participants, a facilitat-
ing effect would arise if there are mostly low-disgust sensitivity participants and even
no significant effects are possible if there is a similar number of participants of each
type in the sample (i.e., facilitating and inhibitory effects would cancel each other
out). Therefore, like the case of disgust sensitivity, inconsistent results in valence and
arousal effects across studies may be explained by the proportion/distribution of
participants in relation to other individual differences which influence affective word
processing. Following this rationale, any subjects’ individual differences capable of
provoking a systematic differential effect on the influence of words’ emotional
content is considered relevant.

In the present research, we will examine the role of individual differences in
affective word processing, focusing on the level of epistemically unwarranted beliefs
(EUB) of participants. EUB is a term used to refer to socially widespread claims that
are not supported enough by either reliable empirical evidence or valid reasoning
(Dyer & Hall, 2019), and it encompasses the paranormal (e.g., the existence of
ghosts),2 pseudoscience (e.g., complementary and alternative medicine of unproven
efficacy) and conspiracy theories (e.g., Hitler did not die in 1945, but escaped and
continued to live under a secret identity) (Lobato et al., 2014; Rizeq et al., 2020). These
kinds of beliefs are not residual, but common in the general population (see Huete-
Pérez et al., 2022). Therefore, study samples can easily vary in the distribution of these
beliefs. In this context, we have chosen to explore this particular variable because of
previous evidence suggesting differential sensitivity to affective word properties, at
least in one of the three EUB dimensions. Concretely, Gianotti (2003), in her doctoral
dissertation, observed that believers in the paranormal rated both positive and
negative words as more extreme in valence than non-believers, hypothesising that
paranormal believers would be more strongly influenced by both positive and
negative emotional information. If the hypothesis of Gianotti (2003) is right, one

2The term ‘paranormal’ is not a unitary construct, but an umbrella term to groups topics such as afterlife
(e.g., ghosts and reincarnation), extraordinary creatures (e.g., aliens and zombies), magic and mental powers
(e.g., precognition and spells), mysticism (e.g., connection with the universe), religion (e.g., god/s and
demons) and superstitions (e.g., number 13 bringing bad luck). See Irwin (2009) for an introduction to
the concept and domains of paranormal beliefs.
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would expect the effect of words’ valence on word processing to be modulated in
function of subjects’ paranormal belief. Furthermore, if we accept that paranormal,
pseudoscientific and conspiracy beliefs are instances of a broader category (i.e., EUB;
Lobato et al., 2014; Rizeq et al., 2020) and, therefore, that they may share some
characteristics and underlying mechanisms, words’ valence effects might be expected
to be modulated not only by the level of paranormal belief, but also by the levels of
pseudoscientific and conspiracy beliefs. Themain aim of the present studywas to test,
for the first time, this prediction. To this end, participants who varied in the degree of
paranormal, pseudoscientific and conspiracy endorsement (as assessed by self-report
measures) performed an LDT with words of the whole spectrum of valence and
arousal values. The LDT was chosen because it is probably the most common
experimental paradigm used to study the visual word processing of single words.
In each trial of this task, participants are presented with a string of letters, and they
then have to decide whether it is a real word in a particular language or something
resembling a word, but that does not, in fact, exist in that particular language (i.e., a
pseudo-word; Katz et al., 2012). Starting from the results and the hypothesis of
Gianotti (2003), we expected to find an interaction between words’ valence and
subjects’ levels of EUB, with larger valence effects for EUB believers than for non-
believers. Gianotti (2003) focused on valence. However, as explained above, the
emotional content of words has traditionally been defined not only in terms of
valence, but also in terms of arousal. Consequently, we decided to explore also
whether arousal effects in word processing are modulated by the degree of EUB
(although we did not have a specific prediction here about the direction of the
interaction).

Apart from exploring the interactive effects between words’ emotional content
and subjects’ EUB, a secondary aim of the present research was to analyse partici-
pants’ response patterns. Several studies have reported that paranormal believers
tend to present a liberal response bias (also termed ‘type I error bias’; see Brugger &
Graves, 1997), that is, a bias towards making positive identifications of a target
stimulus type irrespective of whether it is really present or not (e.g., Harrison et al.,
2021; Krummenacher et al., 2010; Riekki et al., 2013; Rodríguez-Ferreiro & Barberia,
2021a). For instance, Riekki et al. (2013) presented inanimate pictures (objects,
buildings, landscapes etc.) that contained face-like areas or not, and participants
had to decide whether they saw any face in each picture. Despite the absence of
significant differences in the ability to adequately discriminate between pictures that
contained faces from those that did not contain them, both paranormal and religious
believers showed a bias towards identifying faces in pictures in more cases than non-
believers. Within the rationale of EUB being a grouping category for paranormal,
pseudoscientific and conspiracy beliefs, we could expect this liberal response bias to
be observed in these three EUB instances (see, e.g., Rodríguez-Ferreiro & Barberia,
2021a). Given these precedents, we expected to replicate this liberal response bias in
the LDT (i.e., EUB believers would show a greater tendency towards saying ‘yes, it is a
real word’ irrespective of the stimulus type, i.e., a word or a pseudo-word). However,
we were not sure if there would be enough variability to find this effect because of the
low error rate typically observed in this task. Consequently, we introduced an
additional task, which is more error-prone. Indeed, immediately after the LDT,
participants performed a recognition memory task. In the test phase of a recognition
task, participants are presented with real words in a particular language, and
they have to decide whether those words were previously presented in the encoding
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task – in this case the LDT – (old words) or not (newwords). A liberal response bias in
this task refers to the tendency to produce a ‘yes, it is an old word’ irrespective of the
stimulus type. Considering the above, we expected this bias to be larger in EUB
believers than in non-believers.

In a nutshell, the main purpose of the present research was to explore whether the
effect of words’ affective content over LDT response times (RTs) systematically varies
as a function of individual differences in the EUB levels of participants. We expected
to find larger valence effects for EUB believers than for non-believers, but we had no
specific predictions regarding arousal. As a secondary aim, we expected to replicate
the liberal response bias previously observed for EUB believers. We expected to
clearly find this bias in the recognition task, but we were unsure if we would also find
it in the LDT. Finally, another secondary aim was to explore whether the two
predicted effects (interactive effects with words’ emotionality and main effects in
subjects’ response bias) can be generalised across different instances of EUB. The
degree to which an effect is either common or specific will depend on whether the
same pattern of effects is more or less often observed through the different EUB
dimensions.

2. Method
2.1. Participants

A convenience-volunteer sample of 99 undergraduate Psychology students from the
Universitat Rovira i Virgili (URV, Tarragona, Spain) participated in the study. All
participants gave their informed written consent and received academic credits for
their participation. The study protocol was approved by theComitè Ètic d’Investigació
en Persones, Societat i Medi Ambient of URV (reference: CEIPSA-2021-TD-0023),
and it was in accordance with the Declaration of Helsinki. Two participants were
removed from the study since a technical problem prevented them to complete all the
tasks. Therefore, there were 97 valid participants (79 women and 18 men) aged
between 19 and 42 years (M = 20.89, SD = 2.90).

2.2. Materials

Our starting point was a database containing 3,842 Spanish words for which there
were published values available for all the lexico-semantic properties of interest
(i.e., age of acquisition, concreteness, emotional arousal, emotional valence, famil-
iarity, lexical frequency, lexical length, lexical neighbourhood, semantic ambiguity,
sublexical frequency, word prevalence and lexical similarity between Spanish–
Catalan translations).3 Age of acquisition ratings were obtained from Alonso
et al. (2015) and Hinojosa et al. (2016). Concreteness ratings were obtained from
EsPal (Duchon et al., 2013), Guasch et al. (2016) and Hinojosa et al. (2016).
Emotional arousal and valence ratings were obtained from Guasch et al. (2016),
Hinojosa et al. (2016) and Stadthagen-González et al. (2017). Familiarity ratings
were obtained from EsPal (Duchon et al., 2013), Guasch et al. (2016) and Hinojosa
et al. (2016). Two different variables of lexical frequency were obtained from the

3Since our participants are mostly Spanish–Catalan bilinguals, it is necessary to control the degree of
cognate status (i.e., lexical overlap; see Guasch et al., 2013) between their translations.
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subtitles database of EsPal (Duchon et al., 2013): word frequency and contextual
diversity. In relation to lexical length, the number of letters for each word was
obtained from EsPal (Duchon et al., 2013). Regarding lexical neighbourhood, three
different variables were obtained from the subtitles database of EsPal (Duchon et al.,
2013): number of orthographic neighbours, number of higher frequency ortho-
graphic neighbours and mean Levenshtein distance of the 20 closest words. The
lexical similarity between Spanish–Catalan translations was indexed through the
normalised Levenshtein distance between the two words obtained from NIM
(Guasch et al., 2013). Semantic ambiguity was indexed through objective measures,
more concretely the number of senses of the Diccionario de la Lengua Española
(Real Academia Española, 2014; http://dle.rae.es/). Two different variables of
sublexical frequency were obtained from the subtitles database of EsPal (Duchon
et al., 2013): bigram frequency and trigram frequency (all mean, token-absolute).
Finally, natives-from-Spain word prevalence ratings were obtained from Aguasvi-
vas et al. (2018). Some of these ratings were recovered through EmoFinder4 (Fraga
et al., 2018).

2.2.1. Lexical decision task
Due to the time constraints of the experimental session, it was not feasible for
participants to perform the LDT with all the available words. Consequently, a
representative sample of 300 words was randomly selected, taking care of not having
words from the same word family (e.g., viajar and viajero). Two-sample independent
Kolmogorov–Smirnov tests were performed to ensure that the distribution of the
selected words in the different lexico-semantic properties did not significantly differ
from the distribution observed in the original word pool (all p≥ .277 when compared
to the initial 3,842 words, including themselves). In addition, a visual inspection of
histograms was performed to further ensure the similarity of the distributions.
Table 1 shows the descriptive statistics of the 300 selected words for the LDT.

In addition, 300 pseudo-words were created with Wuggy (Keuleers & Brysbaert,
2010) to have the same number of ‘yes’ and ‘no’ responses in the LDT. These pseudo-
words were matched to target words in subsyllabic structure, length and transition
frequencies. Pseudohomophones were avoided (i.e., strings of letters that are ortho-
graphically pseudo-words but that share the phonology with a real word) both
considering Spanish (e.g., elar) and Catalan (e.g., rabe). Furthermore, since it is
important to not have ‘systematic differences between the words and the nonwords,
other than the fact that the former belong to the language and the latter do not’
(Keuleers & Brysbaert, 2010, p. 628), accents were added to some pseudo-words (e.g.,
érfato).

2.2.2. Recognition task
Sixty words were randomly selected from the 300 words seen in the LDT in order to
act as old words in the recognition task. Two-sample independent Kolmogorov–
Smirnov tests were performed to ensure that the distribution of the selected words in
the different lexico-semantic properties did not differ significantly from the

4EmoFinder has the added value of having rescaled some variables that were not collected using the same
scale across databases (e.g., familiarity ratings).
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distribution observed in the LDTword pool (all p≥ .468 when compared to the initial
300words seen in the LDT, including themselves). Sixty words were selected from the
3,542 words of the initial set that had not been included in the LDT to act as new
words in the recognition task. We did not include words from the same family as the
ones seen in the LDT (e.g., humanidad and humano). The selection of these words
was performed with Match (van Casteren & Davis, 2007) to ensure a pairwise
matching with the 60 old words in all the lexico-semantic properties considered.
Independent samples t-tests showed that the matching was successful (all p ≥ .290).
In addition, two-sample independent Kolmogorov–Smirnov tests were performed to
ensure that the distribution of the new words in the different lexico-semantic
properties did not significantly differ from the distribution observed in the old words
(all p ≥ .375). Table 2 shows the descriptive statistics for the old and new words
included in the recognition task.

Finally, the distribution of grammatical categories was also equivalent between old
words (50 nouns, 13 adjectives and 11 verbs) and new words (51 nouns, 12 adjectives
and 10 verbs).5

2.3. Procedure

Participants performed the experimental tasks in groups of three as follows. First,
they signed an informed written consent to participate in the study. Second, they

Table 1. Descriptive statistics of the lexico-semantic properties for the 300 words used in the LDT

M SD Range (min–max)

WPrev 2.35 0.25 1.35–2.58
Log_Frq 1.03 0.66 0.00–2.94
Log_Cont_Divers 0.72 0.49 0.00–1.97
Abs_tok_MBOF 26,249.52 10,649.56 4,809.53–62,619.60
Abs_tok_MTOF 2,907.97 2,637.87 11.61–19,212.56
Num_letters 7.29 2.04 3–12
N 4.06 6.12 0–35
NHF 0.52 1.50 0–14
Lev_N 1.98 0.63 1.00–3.80
NLD 0.75 0.25 0.00–1.00
Fam 5.27 1.04 2.03–6.86
AoA 7.17 2.00 1.72–10.80
Conc 4.75 1.00 2.17–6.71
Val 5.26 1.57 1.30–8.50
Aro 5.33 1.13 2.28–8.45
Dict_Sen 5.38 5.29 1–43

Note. WPrev = word prevalence (in z-scores); Log_Frq = word frequency (in logarithmic scale); Log_Cont_Divers = word
contextual diversity (in logarithmic scale); Abs_tok_MBOF = bigram frequency (mean, token-absolute); Abs_tok_MTOF =
trigram frequency (mean, token-absolute); Num_letters = number of letters; N = orthographic neighbours; NHF =
orthographic neighbours of higher frequency; Lev_N = mean Levenshtein distance of the 20 closest words; NLD =
normalised Levenshtein distance between Spanish–Catalan translations; Fam = familiarity; AoA = age of acquisition;
Conc = concreteness; Val = emotional valence; Aro = emotional arousal; Dict_Sen = dictionary senses.

5It should be considered that some words can be grammatically ambiguous, and in these cases, the word
has been counted one time for each possible grammatical category (e.g., the word trato has been counted once
as noun and once as verb). This fact explains why the grammatical category count adds up to 73 in newwords
and 74 in old words while there are only 60 words in each condition.
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Table 2. Descriptive statistics of the lexico-semantic properties for the 60 old words and 60 new words used in the recognition task

Old words New words

M SD Range (min–max) M SD Range (min–max)

WPrev 2.32 0.25 1.51–2.58 2.29 0.24 1.52–2.58
Log_Frq 1.04 0.67 0.00–2.94 1.06 0.65 0.01–3.04
Log_Cont_Divers 0.74 0.50 0.00–1.97 0.73 0.48 0.01–1.98
Abs_tok_MBOF 25,456.51 9,524.68 8,242.43–44,808.21 24,645.53 9,529.85 8,624.52–46,693.97
Abs_tok_MTOF 2,814.23 2,254.69 226.90–8,893.44 2,755.37 1,974.29 103.00–8,774.34
Num_letters 7.28 2.07 4–12 7.38 2.00 3–12
N 4.03 5.95 0–30 3.82 5.92 0–30
NHF 0.45 1.06 0–7 0.45 1.06 0–7
Lev_N 1.96 0.64 1.00–3.70 2.07 0.65 1.00–3.65
NLD 0.76 0.26 0.00–1.00 0.76 0.26 0.00–1.00
Fam 5.37 0.94 2.97–6.86 5.34 0.87 2.54–6.75
AoA 7.17 1.91 3.28–10.78 7.16 1.95 2.72–10.88
Conc 4.72 0.98 2.17–6.53 4.83 0.98 3.19–6.50
Val 5.30 1.46 1.80–8.18 5.56 1.23 2.30–7.65
Aro 5.31 1.17 3.15–8.45 5.30 0.96 2.90–7.60
Dict_Sen 4.98 4.22 1–24 5.02 4.62 1–26

Note.WPrev=word prevalence (in z-scores); Log_Frq=word frequency (in logarithmic scale); Log_Cont_Divers=word contextual diversity (in logarithmic scale); Abs_tok_MBOF= bigram frequency
(mean, token-absolute); Abs_tok_MTOF = trigram frequency (mean, token-absolute); Num_letters = number of letters; N = orthographic neighbours; NHF = orthographic neighbours of higher
frequency; Lev_N =mean Levenshtein distance of the 20 closest words; NLD = normalised Levenshtein distance between Spanish–Catalan translations; Fam = familiarity; AoA = age of acquisition;
Conc = concreteness; Val = emotional valence; Aro = emotional arousal; Dict_Sen = dictionary senses.
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performed an LDT. Third, immediately after the LDT, they performed a recognition
task. Finally, they filled out two questionnaires: the Popular Epistemically Unwar-
ranted Beliefs Inventory (PEUBI; Huete-Pérez et al., 2022) and the Pseudoscientific
Belief Scale, Revised Version (PSEUDO-R; Fasce et al., 2021). At the end of the
experimental session, participants were debriefed regarding the nature of the study if
they so wished.

2.3.1. Lexical decision task
Each trial began with a fixation point (‘þ’) appearing in the middle of the screen for
500 ms. Then the stimulus (Arial font, size 11, lowercase) replaced the fixation point,
and participants had to decide whether the string of letters was a Spanish word
(pressing the ‘yes’ button with the index finger of the dominant hand) or not
(pressing the ‘no’ button with the index finger of the nondominant hand). The trial
finished when participants responded or the time limit of 2,000 ms had elapsed. No
feedback was given. Trials were administered in a continuous running mode with an
intertrial interval of 750 ms, with a break every 150 stimuli (participants continued
the experiment by pushing a foot pedal). Participants carried out 14 practice trials
before starting the experimental trials. Stimuli presentation and responses recording
were done with DMDX (Forster & Forster, 2003).

2.3.2. Recognition task
Each trial began with a fixation point (‘þ’) appearing in the middle of the screen for
500 ms. Then a Spanish word (Arial font, size 11, lowercase) replaced the fixation
point, and participants had to decide whether it had been seen in the previous LDT
(pressing the ‘yes’ button with the index finger of the dominant hand) or not
(pressing the ‘no’ button with the index finger of the nondominant hand). The trial
finished when participants responded or the time limit of 3,000 ms had elapsed. No
feedback was given. Trials were administered in a continuous running mode with an
intertrial interval of 750 ms, without breaks. Participants carried out eight practice
trials before starting the experimental trials. Stimuli presentation and responses
recording was done with DMDX (Forster & Forster, 2003).

2.3.3. Popular Epistemically Unwarranted Beliefs Inventory (PEUBI)
Developed by Huete-Pérez et al. (2022), this inventory assesses five correlated dimen-
sions of EUB [Superstitions (PEUBI-S), Occultism and Pseudoscience (PEUBI-OP),
Traditional Religion (PEUBI-TR), Extraordinary Life Forms (PEUBI-ELF) and Con-
spiracy Theories (PEUBI-CT)] through 36 items on a 5-point scale (1= Fully disagree,
5= Fully agree). In the original study, PEUBI showed good psychometric properties in
terms of reliability as internal consistency (estimates ≥ .85), reliability as temporal
stability (estimates≥ .75), convergent validity and divergent validity. Since the range of
pseudoscientific beliefs is somewhat restricted in PEUBI (i.e., mainly pseudoscience
related to occultism and New Age), it was deemed appropriate to add a broader
questionnaire of pseudoscientific beliefs.

2.3.4. Pseudoscientific Belief Scale, Revised Version (PSEUDO-R)
Developed by Fasce et al. (2021), this scale assesses pseudoscientific beliefs in a single
factor/dimension through 19 items on a 5-point scale (1 = Strongly disagree, 5 =
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Strongly agree). In the original study, PSEUDO-R showed good psychometric prop-
erties in terms of reliability as internal consistency (α = .90) and convergent validity.

2.4. Data analysis

2.4.1. Epistemically unwarranted beliefs scores
PEUBI offers the possibility of using both factor scores and the sum of raw scores
(Huete-Pérez et al., 2022). In this case, we chose to use the sum of raw scores, that is,
we added the scores of all the items of each factor (reverse scored items: 2, 5, 8, 11,
12, 14, 16, 25, 27, 28, 30 and 33). PSEUDO-R total scores were obtained by adding the
raw scores of all its items (reverse scored items: 6 and 15).

2.4.2. Lexical decision task: response times
LDT RTs were analysed in R (version 4.1.3) with linear mixed-effects models
(LMEM; see Baayen et al., 2008; Singmann & Kellen, 2020; Winter, 2019) using
the following packages/libraries: car (version 3.0.12; Fox et al., 2022), effects
(version 4.2.1; Fox et al., 2022), lme4 (version 1.1.29; Bates et al., 2022), LMER-
ConvenienceFunctions (version 3.0; Tremblay & Ransijn, 2020), lmerTest (version
3.1.3; Kuznetsova et al., 2020), MuMIn (version 1.46.0; Barton, 2022), readxl
(version 1.4.0; Wickham et al., 2022) and sjPlot (version 2.8.10; Lüdecke et al.,
2021). The initial dataset contained 58,200 RTs (97 participants � 600 stimuli).
However, since half of the stimuli were pseudo-words, only 29,100 RTs corres-
ponded to real Spanish words. From this dataset, we removed 2,557 observations
(8.79% of the total) corresponding to RTs of participants who committed >25% of
errors (two participants), RTs of items with >70% of errors (none), RTs of incorrect
responses (including those trials that reached the time limit of 2,000 ms), RTs < 300
ms and RTs > |2.5| SD of each participant’s mean. Finally, we also removed
791 observations (2.72% of the total) corresponding to RTs > |2.5| SD above the
residual mean of an LMEM which included only by-subject and by-item random
intercepts (see, e.g., Tremblay & Tucker, 2011). Therefore, 25,752 RTs were finally
included in the analyses.

Following Winter (2019), instead of opting for predetermined LMEM struc-
tures (e.g., by-default minimal ormaximal random effect structures, which of both
present associated problems), the construction of the model was theoretically
driven, that is, guided by both the knowledge of the studied phenomenon
(i.e., visual word processing) and the purposes of the study (i.e., examine whether
emotional word processing is modulated by subjects’ EUB). In addition, the
decision of which model to construct was “made in advance, […] before starting
to investigate the data” (Winter, 2019, p. 244). Consequently, our base model was
an LMEMwith non-transformed RTs as the dependent variable, word properties,6

6Not all word properties previously presented in Section 2.2 were included in LMEM for multicollinearity
reasons. More concretely, three pairs of predictors presented r ≥ |.70| altogether with at least one variance
inflation factor >3 (Winter, 2019): (1) logarithmic word frequency/logarithmic contextual diversity, (2) num-
ber of letters/mean Levenshtein distance of the 20 closest words and (3) number of orthographic neighbours/
number of higher-frequency orthographic neighbours. In those cases, the strategy adopted was to remove
from the analyses the second term of each pair.
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an EUB score (only one score is used at a time; see below), trial order (to account
for practice/learning and fatigue effects; see Baayen et al., 2008) and preceding
trial (see Baayen et al., 2008) as fixed effects, and by-subject and by-item random
intercepts:

RT ~ Word prevalence þ Logarithmic word frequency þ Logarithmic bigram
frequencyþ Logarithmic trigram frequencyþNumber of lettersþNumber of
orthographic neighbours þ Normalised Levenshtein distance between Span-
ish–Catalan translationsþ FamiliarityþAge of acquisitionþConcretenessþ
Valence þ Arousal þ Dictionary senses þ Trial order þ Preceding correct/
incorrect response þ EUB þ (1 | subject) þ(1 | item).

Hereinafter this first model will be referred to as simple effects only model (SEOM).
To assess whether the predicted interactions were significant (i.e., Valence� EUB or
Arousal � EUB), we had to create another LMEM identical to SEOM but with the
addition of the interactive term [hereafter this second model will be referred to as
interactive effects added model (IEAM)]:

RT ~ Word prevalence þ Logarithmic word frequency þ Logarithmic bigram
frequencyþ Logarithmic trigram frequencyþNumber of lettersþNumber of
orthographic neighbours þ Normalised Levenshtein distance between Span-
ish–Catalan translationsþ FamiliarityþAge of acquisitionþConcretenessþ
Valence þ Arousal þ Dictionary senses þ Trial order þ Preceding correct/
incorrect responseþEUBþValence:EUB orArousal:EUBþ (1 | subject)þ(1 |
item).

Then, these two models were compared using likelihood ratio tests. If the com-
parison was significant and IEAM had better fit indexes (i.e., lower logLike and AIC
values), the addition of the interactive effect of interest was justified. Otherwise, the
SEOMwas selected. Finally, using an adaptation of the tables for reporting LMEM of
Meteyard and Davies (2020), the next information was extracted and reported from
the final selectedmodel: proportion of variance explained by themodel (R2), variance
of each random effect and parameters of the fixed effects [b coefficients and its 95%
confidence interval (Wald method), standard error, t statistic and significance
p-value (Satterthwaite’s method)].

A total of 12model comparisons were performed because we had six possible EUB
scores (PEUBI-S, PEUBI-OP, PEUBI-TR, PEUBI-ELF, PEUBI-CT and PSEUDO-R)
and two possible interactive effects of interest (Valence� EUB and Arousal� EUB).

2.4.3. Lexical decision task: signal detection theory parameters
To explore the response bias in the LDT, correct and incorrect responses were
analysed under the signal detection theory framework (for an overview of this
theory, see Stanislaw & Todorov, 1999; see also Diependaele et al., 2012 for a
discussion of analysing LDT under signal detection theory) through the following
steps. First, only responses that were performed after 300 ms and before the time
limit was reached (2,000 ms) were considered. Second, each valid observation was
categorised as one of the four possible response types according to signal detec-
tion theory: hit (‘yes’ to real words), false alarm (‘yes’ to pseudo-words), miss (‘no’
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to real words) and correct rejection (‘no’ to pseudo-words). Third, hit and false
alarm rates were calculated as follows:

Hit rate = Hits/(Hits þ Misses)

False alarm rate = False alarms/(False alarms þ Correct rejections)

However, since any extreme hit or false alarm rate (i.e., 0% or 100%) prevents the
calculation of the following steps from being carried out (Stanislaw & Todorov,
1999), we replaced 0% rates with 0.5/n and 100% rates with (n � 0.5)/n, being n the
number of valid signal or noise trials (Stanislaw & Todorov, 1999). Fourth, each hit
and false alarm rate was transformed into its corresponding z-score. Fifth, we
calculated the following signal detection theory parameters: d’ (a discriminability
measure) and C (a response criterion measure). They were calculated following
Stanislaw and Todorov (1999):

d’ = zHit rate � zFalse alarm rate

C = �0.5 � (zHit rate þ zFalse alarm rate)

The correlations between these signal detection theory parameters and EUB scores
were analysed in R (version 4.1.3). Participants who committed >25% of errors (two
participants) were removed.

2.4.4. Recognition task: signal detection theory parameters
Analogously to the LDT, the exploration of the response bias in the recognition task
was performed through analysing correct and incorrect responses under the signal
detection theory framework (see Rotello, 2017). The calculation of signal detection
theory parameters for each participant was performed using the same procedure as in
the LDT. The only two differences were the time cut-offs for valid responses (in this
task, responses between 300 and 2,999.99 ms were considered because there was a
time limit of 3,000 ms) and the definition of the four possible response types of the
signal detection theory (i.e., hits were ‘yes’ responses to old words, false alarms were
‘yes’ responses to new words, misses were ‘no’ responses to old words and correct
rejections were ‘no’ responses to new words).

The correlations between signal detection theory parameters and EUB scores were
analysed in R (version 4.1.3). Following the criteria of previous recognition memory
studies (e.g., Cortese et al., 2010, 2015), participants that committed >40% of errors
(10 participants) were removed.

2.5. Statistical power and sample size

In comparison to more classical tests in which power/sample size calculations are
standardised and considered easy to compute, carrying out those same calculations
in the case of LMEM is complex and the procedures are not well stablished/are
still under development (Feng, 2016; Meteyard & Davies, 2020). Fortunately, some
guidelines have been proposed, and are being adopted in psycholinguistics.
As Meteyard and Davies (2020) summarise, Scherbaum and Ferreter (2009) recom-
mended using at least 30–50 participants and 30–50 items (i.e., 900–2,500 observa-
tions), whereas Brysbaert and Stevens (2018) recommended using at least
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40 participants and 40 items (i.e., 1,600 observations) in order to ensure ‘a properly
powered reaction time experiment with repeated measures’. In any case, as a general
rule, Meteyard and Davies (2020) advice that we should try to have as many cases as
possible in both participants and items (which should not be confounded with having
a lot of participants and few items or vice versa since the variability within a unit of
analysis matters). Following these rules of thumb, the final number of observations
analysed in the LDT (i.e., 25,752; 97 participants � 300 words after the trimming
procedure) would suggest that our study is powered enough.

3. Results
3.1. EUB scores

Descriptive statistics of EUB scores for the 95 final participants of the LDT are
presented in Table 3. On the one hand, PEUBI-OP, PEUBI-CT and PSEUDO-R
scores are fairly normally distributed with adequate variability. Despite a moderate
positive skew, PEUBI-S still shows enough variability. On the other hand, PEUBI-TR
and PEUBI-ELF show such a highly positive skew (i.e., most participants scoring low)
that they may be problematic for inferential purposes (e.g., a decrease in statistical
power by range restriction; Hallgren, 2018).

The correlation matrix between the EUB scores of the 95 final participants of the
LDT is presented in Table 4. As can be seen, most EUB scores were significant and
positively correlated with each other, with the notable exception of PEUBI-TR.

3.2. Lexical decision task: response times

As previously stated, there were 12 separate analyses resulting from the six possible
EUB scores and the two possible interactive effects of interest. For extension limita-
tions, only a qualitative summary of the results is provided here. A complete report of
all the analyses can be found in the Supplementary Material.

The Valence� EUB interactive effect was significant in one case (the model with
PSEUDO-R as EUB score) and non-significant in the remaining five cases (models
with PEUBI-S, PEUBI-OP, PEUBI-TR, PEUBI-ELF and PEUBI-CT as EUB score).
When this interactive effect was significant, there was a clear linear facilitating effect
of valence (the higher the valence of the word, the faster the RT; therefore, positive
words produced faster RTs than neutral words, whereas negative words produced

Table 3. Descriptive statistics of EUB scores for the 95 final participants of the LDT

M SD Range (min–max) Skewness

PEUBI-S 15.53 5.93 7–31 0.54
PEUBI-OP 29.26 7.85 14–47 0.15
PEUBI-TR 11.25 5.49 6–29 1.23
PEUBI-ELF 10.14 3.39 6–21 0.95
PEUBI-CT 18.31 3.64 9–27 �0.23
PSEUDO-R 55.73 6.58 40–69 �0.21

Note. PEUBI-S = superstitions; PEUBI-OP = occultism and pseudoscience; PEUBI-TR = traditional religion; PEUBI-ELF =
extraordinary life forms; PEUBI-CT = conspiracy theories; PSEUDO-R = pseudoscience.
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slower RTs than neutral words) in participants with high EUB scores. In contrast, the
effects of valence on RTs progressively disappeared as the degree of belief in EUB
decreased (see Fig. 1).

The Arousal � EUB interactive effect was significant in three cases (models with
PEUBI-S, PEUBI-OP and PSEUDO-R as EUB score) and non-significant in the
remaining three cases (models with PEUBI-TR, PEUBI-ELF and PEUBI-CT as EUB
score). When this interactive effect was significant, there was a clear arousal linear
facilitating effect (the higher the arousal of the word, the faster the RT) in participants
with low EUB scores. In contrast, the effects of arousal on RTs progressively
disappeared as the degree of belief in EUB increased (see Figs. 2, 3 and 4).

Apart from the above interactive effects, which were the main interest in this
study, some of the other psycholinguistic predictors also showed significant effects:
word prevalence, word frequency, word familiarity and the degree of Spanish–
Catalan cognate status exerted a facilitating effect (i.e., the higher the value of the
examined variable, the faster the LDT response), whereas bigram frequency, length

Table 4. Correlation matrix between EUB scores for the 95 final participants of the LDT

1 2 3 4 5 6

1. PEUBI-S –
2. PEUBI-OP .63*** –

[.49, .74]
3. PEUBI-TR .10 .15 –

[�.10, .30] [�.06, .34]
4. PEUBI-ELF .38*** .48*** .07 –

[.20, .54] [.31, .62] [�.13, 27]
5. PEUBI-CT .30** .30** .09 .49*** –

[.10, .47] [.11, .47] [�.11, 29] [.31, .63]
6. PSEUDO-R .36*** .50*** .11 .40*** .43*** –

[.17, .52] [.33, .64] [�.09, .31] [.21, .55] [.25, .58]

Note. Pearson correlation coefficient (95% CI in brackets). PEUBI-S = superstitions; PEUBI-OP = occultism and pseudo-
science; PEUBI-TR = traditional religion; PEUBI-ELF = extraordinary life forms; PEUBI-CT = conspiracy theories; PSEUDO-R
= pseudoscience.
**p < .01.
***p < .001.

Fig. 1.Marginal effects of the interaction between valence and PSEUDO-R on LDT RTs. RT = response time;
PSEUDO-R = pseudoscience. Each individual graph shows the effect of words’ valence (ranging from 1 =
completely sad/negative to 9 = completely happy/positive) over lexical decision task RTs in a particular
representative value of the PSEUDO-R scores range. The grey band represents the 95% confidence interval.
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and age of acquisition exerted an inhibitory effect (i.e., the higher the value of the
examined variable, the slower the LDT response). There were no significant effects of
the following psycholinguistic variables: trigram frequency, number of orthographic
neighbours, concreteness and number of dictionary senses. For an overview of the

Fig. 2. Marginal effects of the interaction between arousal and PEUBI-S on LDT RTs. RT = response time;
PEUBI-S = superstition. Each individual graph shows the effect of words’ arousal (ranging from 1 =
completely quiet/calm to 9 = completely excited/energized) over lexical decision task RTs in a particular
representative value of the PEUBI-S scores range. The grey band represents the 95% confidence interval.

Fig. 4.Marginal effects of the interaction between arousal and PSEUDO-R on LDT RTs. RT = response time;
PSEUDO-R = pseudoscience. Each individual graph shows the effect of words’ arousal (ranging from 1 =
completely quiet/calm to 9 = completely excited/energized) over lexical decision task RTs in a particular
representative value of the PSEUDO-R scores range. The grey band represents the 95% confidence interval.

Fig. 3. Marginal effects of the interaction between arousal and PEUBI-OP on LDT RTs. RT = response time;
PEUBI-OP = occultism and pseudoscience. Each individual graph shows the effect of words’ arousal
(ranging from 1 = completely quiet/calm to 9 = completely excited/energized) over lexical decision task RTs
in a particular representative value of the PEUBI-OP scores range. The grey band represents the 95%
confidence interval.
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effects of these word properties, see Adelman (2012), Pexman (2012) and Yap and
Balota (2015).

Finally, there were also significant effects of trial order and preceding trial (see
Baayen et al., 2008). More concretely, trial order exerted a facilitating effect
(i.e., participants responded faster as they progressed through the task), and an error
on the preceding trial exerted an inhibitory effect (i.e., making an incorrect response
in the previous trial delayed the RT in a given trial).

3.3. Lexical decision task: signal detection theory parameters

The discriminability parameter d’ was not significantly correlated with any EUB
score (all r ≤ |.12|, all p ≥ .232), with the exception of PEUBI-TR, which was
negatively correlated, although significantly marginally, r(93) = �.20, 95% CI
[�.38, .00], p = .053. This means that, in general terms, the degree of EUB did not
influence the ability to discriminate between real Spanishwords and pseudo-words in
the LDT.

The response criterion parameter Cwas not significantly correlated with any EUB
score (all r ≤ |.13|, all p ≥ .193). This means that the degree of EUB did not influence
the bias towards a ‘yes’ or ‘no’ response in the LDT.

3.4. Recognition task: signal detection theory parameters

The discriminability parameter d’was not significantly correlatedwith any EUB score
(all r ≤ |.09|, all p ≥ .408), with the exception of PEUBI-CT, which was negatively
correlated, although significantly marginally, r(85) = �.20, 95% CI [�.40, .00], p =
.054. Thismeans that, in general terms, the degree of EUBdid not influence the ability
to discriminate between old and new words in the recognition task.

The response criterion parameter C showed a significant negative correlation with
PEUBI-ELF, r(85) =�.24, 95% CI [�.43,�.03], p = .024, PEUBI-CT, r(85) =�.21,
95% CI [�.40,�.00], p= .048 and PSEUDO-R, r(85)=�.26, 95% CI [�.45,�.05], p
= .015, whereas it was not significantly correlated with PEUBI-S, PEUBI-OP and
PEUBI-TR (all r ≤ |.15|, all p ≥ .166). The negative correlation observed between
some instances of EUB andCmeans that the higher the level of EUB, themore liberal
the response criterion (i.e., a bias towards saying ‘yes’).

4. Discussion
Given the inconsistencies in the literature regarding the effects of affective word
processing, the main aim of the present research was to examine whether the effects
of words’ emotional content (i.e., valence and arousal) were, indeed, modulated by
the degree of individuals’ EUB.With this purpose inmind, participants who varied in
the level of paranormal, pseudoscientific and conspiracy beliefs (as assessed by self-
report measures) performed an LDT. The analyses evidenced that such modulation
indeed exists: there were interactive effects between words’ emotional content and
participants’ EUB over LDT RTs. A secondary aim was to explore if the liberal
response bias observed for EUB believers in previous studies could be replicated in
the present research. Signal detection theory analyses revealed that response bias
became more liberal as individuals’ EUB increased in the recognition task, but not in
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the LDT. Finally, we intended to evaluate the extent to which the effects of interest of
this study generalised across different EUB instances. Interactive effects with words’
emotional content over LDT RTs occurred for pseudoscientific, occultist and super-
stitious beliefs (but not for religious, extraordinary creatures-related or conspiracy
beliefs), and main effects over signal detection theory response criterion occurred for
pseudoscientific, creatures-related and conspiracy beliefs (but not for superstitious,
occultist or religious beliefs).

The modulation of affective word processing by EUB found here is not entirely
surprising, considering prior evidence of affective differences in function of the level
of EUB (e.g., paranormal, pseudoscientific and conspiracy beliefs have been linked to
negative emotional states; see Douglas et al., 2020; French & Stone, 2014, Chapter 3;
Galasová, 2022). In fact, previous studies had already found differences between
believers and non-believers in the affective rating of emotional words (Gianotti,
2003). However, to the best of the authors’ knowledge, this is the first study
demonstrating that individual differences in EUB can make the effects of words’
valence and arousal appear or disappear in on-line measures (i.e., RTs). The distinc-
tion between on-line and off-line measures (see Veldhuis & Kurvers, 2012) is crucial
to understand our contribution here: whereas off-line measures/tasks involve
responses that may be consciously influenced to a greater or lesser extent (e.g., when
participants rate the valence of a word without any time limit, it is possible to respond
in function of the expected social value instead of the subjective experienced value),
on-line measures/tasks leave almost no room to the effect of consciously controlled
processes (e.g., because of the time pressure of the task, such as in LDT). Therefore,
on-line measures/tasks are more likely to reflect the automatic underlying cognitive
processes of the task than off-line measures (Veldhuis & Kurvers, 2012). Coming
back to the results of the present study, the modulation of affective word processing
by EUB suggests that differences between believers and non-believers in relation to
emotional language are not due, at least exclusively, to consciously controlled
processes such as the ones involved in a valence rating task. Importantly, these effects
obtained with an on-line measure (i.e., RTs) may indicate the existence of individual
differences by EUB in the organisation and dynamics of the networks involved in
affective word processing. In this line, previous studies have suggested that individ-
uals with unusual beliefs may present an increased emotional reactivity/sensitivity
(e.g., Karcher & Shean, 2012; Kerns, 2005; Kerns & Berenbaum, 2000; van’t Wout
et al., 2004). This mechanism would fit with the results obtained in this study
regarding valence since the effects of positive valence (facilitation) and negative
valence (inhibition) became higher with increasing degree of EUB endorsement.
However, it does not fit with the results obtainedwith arousal: under this hypothetical
mechanism, we would also expect the effects of arousal to become higher with
increasing levels of EUB, but what we obtained is precisely the inverse pattern.
Therefore, the proposal of a heightened emotional reactivity/sensitivity is either a
valence-specific mechanism, or it is not explaining the interactive effects observed
here at all. Future studies could be oriented in trying to disentangle the underlying
mechanisms behind the modulation of affective word processing by individuals’
levels of EUB. Regardless of the explanatory mechanism, the interactive effects found
in the present study are relevant in the context of the conflicting results of words’
emotional content on visual word processing (see Hinojosa et al., 2020). Indeed,
following a similar rationale as in the study of Silva et al. (2012) commented in the
introduction, given the influence of EUB in affective word processing, differences in
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the proportion/distribution of this variable across study samples may contribute, at
least partially, to these inconsistencies. More specifically regarding valence, a study
sample with either more believers or more non-believers in pseudoscience would
foster or hinder, respectively, the appearance of a valence linear facilitating effect.
With respect to arousal, a study sample with either more believers or more non-
believers in superstition, occultism and/or pseudoscience would hinder or foster,
respectively, the appearance of an arousal linear facilitating effect.

Regarding the effect of EUB on signal detection theory response pattern, we have
replicated the association of high EUB with a more liberal response bias found in
previous studies (e.g., Harrison et al., 2021; Krummenacher et al., 2010; Riekki et al.,
2013; Rodríguez-Ferreiro&Barberia, 2021a). However, this bias was only observed in
the recognition task, but not in the LDT. This task-dependence effect may arise from
differences in the difficulty of each task (i.e., LDT is easier than the recognition task).
In that sense, this liberal response bias may have been only activated in the recog-
nition task, given the ambiguity/uncertainty derived from not being sure if the
presented word was old or new. In contrast, it would not have been activated in
the LDT because of its easiness. This would be congruent with all the evidence that
links EUB with uncertainty and lack of control (see Douglas et al., 2020; French &
Stone, 2014), and also with models that attribute to negative emotions, an activating/
exacerbating role regarding EUB-related cognitive biases (e.g., Irwin, 2009; van
Prooijen, 2020).

Paranormal, pseudoscientific and conspiracy beliefs have been grouped into the
EUB category (Lobato et al., 2014; Rizeq et al., 2020), but it is not clear to what extent
different instances of EUB share similar mechanisms: there have been both results
that generalise across different instances of EUB [e.g., both paranormal and pseudo-
scientific believers seem to require a lower amount of evidence to draw conclusions
than non-believers (Rodríguez-Ferreiro & Barberia, 2021b)] and others that do not
[e.g., the degree of conspiracy belief predicted local-to-global and global-to-local
interference effects in a visual attention paradigm, whereas the degree of paranormal
belief was not a significant predictor (van Elk, 2015; see also Williams et al., 2022 for
the suggestion that some cognitive biases associated with paranormal beliefs may be
topic/domain specific]. In this context, even though the examined EUB instances in
the present research (i.e., superstitious, occultist, religious, extraordinary creatures-
related, conspiracy and pseudoscientific beliefs) share the common feature of being
socially widespread beliefs in spite of not being epistemically grounded enough, our
results suggest that they would have differential specificities in relation to the
mechanisms underlying the effects studied here. Of note, caution should be taken
in relation to the results with PEUBI-TR and PEUBI-ELF since the lack of variability
(i.e., most of the participants scored low, as indicated by the high positive skew) may
be problematic for inferential purposes (see Hallgren, 2018). Future studies should
further explore the pattern of effects with more heterogeneous samples in relation to
religious and extraordinary creatures-related beliefs.

In sum, the present study provides evidence about the role of subjects’ individual
differences in EUB on the processing of words’ emotional content. It also adds to the
literature that has found a liberal response criterion in EUB believers. Both effects
seem not to be general to all EUB, which favours the idea that different instances of
EUB have their specificities. These findings have several implications. First, from a
psycholinguistic perspective, our results show that subjects’ individual differences
matter and, therefore, that they should be methodologically and theoretically
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considered in psycholinguistics. Second, regarding the basic psychological processes
underlying EUB, this study provides evidence of the existence of individual differ-
ences by EUB in basic psycholinguistic processes such as affective word processing.
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